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Tropical–extratropical interactions

Paul E. Roundy

14.1 INTRODUCTION

Intraseasonal anomalies of moist deep convection in the tropics evolve together
with the global atmospheric circulation. Some of the coherence between tropical
convection and extratropical weather is a consequence of redistribution of mass
by convection, which is associated with broad-scale overturning circulations,
global and regional cycles of atmospheric angular momentum (Anderson and
Rosen, 1983; Weickmann and Sardeshmukh, 1994; Weickmann and Berry, 2009),
and Rossby wavetrains that extend eastward and poleward across the midlatitudes
(Sardeshmukh and Hoskins, 1988; Jin and Hoskins, 1995; Bladé and Hartmann,
1995). Another portion of this coherence is associated with modulation of tropical
convection by extratropical waves (Lim and Chang, 1981; Webster and Holton,
1982; Hoskins and Yang, 2000; Allen et al., 2008). Thus, the tropical and
extratropical patterns influence each other, yielding profound associations between
tropical intraseasonal oscillations and extratropical storm tracks. These associations
frequently express themselves as global teleconnection patterns (Wallace and
Gutzler, 1981; Ferranti et al., 1990; Higgins and Mo, 1997, Matthews
and Meredith, 2004; Cassou, 2008; L’Heureux and Higgins, 2008; Roundy and
Verhagen, 2010). Prediction of midlatitude weather at lead times longer than 4 or
5 days thus depends on the geographical distribution and temporal evolution of
moist deep convection in the tropics (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981; Ferranti et al.,
1990; Weickmann et al., 1997; Mo and Higgins, 1998; Hendon et al., 2000; Higgins et
al., 2000; Jones et al., 2000; Nogues-Paegle et al., 2000; Mo, 2000; Branstator, 2002;
Jones et al., 2004a,b; Weickmann and Berry, 2007). The global footprint of tropical
intraseasonal oscillations allows them to influence or otherwise evolve with a broad
range of high-impact weather events at high latitudes, including droughts and floods
(Mo and Higgins, 1998; Jones, 2000; Higgins et al., 2000; Whitaker and Weickmann,
2001; Jones et al., 2004b; Donald et al., 2006), extreme temperature events (Vecchi
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and Bond, 2004; Lin and Brunet, 2009), and even the general timing and locations of
outbreaks of severe thunderstorms and tornados.

Although convection in the tropics varies across a broad spectrum, the earliest
analyses of connections between organized convection in the tropics and the flow
throughout the global atmosphere were performed to study seasonal circulation
patterns associated with El Niño and the Southern Oscillation (ENSO). More
recently, interest has risen in the intraseasonal band. This band includes the
Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO), various convectively coupled equatorial waves,
oceanic waves that might couple to atmospheric convection (e.g., Lau and Shen,
1988), and other disturbances. Some authors have demonstrated that equatorial
Rossby waves and convectively coupled atmospheric and oceanic Kelvin waves
are associated with variations in extratropical circulation (e.g., Matthews and
Kiladis, 1995; Straub and Kiladis, 2003; Roundy, 2008; Roundy et al., 2010).
However, much of the research that has associated tropical convection organized
on intraseasonal timescales with the global flow has focused on the MJO, leading to
a similar focus for this chapter.

Teleconnection patterns around the global extratropics have been analyzed
for decades, but only since the early 1980s have the connections between these
patterns and the MJO been manifest in the literature. Weickmann (1983)
initiated analysis of observed connections between tropical convection organized
on intraseasonal timescales and extratropical flow. He calculated the leading
empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) of pentad-averaged outgoing longwave
radiation (OLR) anomalies in the tropics as well as the leading EOFs of pentad-
averaged wind data from the upper and lower troposphere. He observed that during
some northern hemisphere winters, eastward-moving convective anomalies in the
tropics evolve together with anomalies in extratropical flow. Subsequently,
Weickmann et al. (1985) applied cross-spectrum analysis between OLR anomalies
and the 250 hPa streamfunction. Their results demonstrate, for example, that the
circumpolar vortex expands southward along the longitudes of enhanced convection
in the equatorial region and retracts northward along the longitudes of suppressed
convection.

Following the initial work of Weickmann (1983) and Weickmann et al. (1985),
Lau and Phillips (1986) showed coherent fluctuations between extratropical flow and
eastward-moving anomalies of convection in the tropics of the eastern hemisphere.
Observational and model analyses from the same decade and since have added
further detail to the nature of observed associations between intraseasonal tropical
convection and the flow throughout the global atmosphere (e.g., Knutson and
Weickmann, 1987; Hsu et al., 1990; Hendon and Salby, 1994; Hsu, 1996;
Matthews et al., 2004). Hsu (1996) argues—in agreement with Lau and Phillips
(1986)—that the intraseasonal oscillation is a global phenomenon and that it is
inadequate to treat it as either purely tropical or purely extratropical. Thus, the
extratropical patterns associated with the oscillation in tropical convection might
evolve as part of the fundamental anatomy of the oscillation itself, a possibility
largely ignored in many of the simple models that have attempted to describe the
MJO.
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14.2 A BOREAL WINTER COMPOSITE OF THE GLOBAL FLOW

ASSOCIATED WITH THE MJO

The seasonally varying global weather patterns associated with the MJO are easily
diagnosed from observed and reanalysis data. The simplest demonstration of the
general association of the MJO with the flow in the global atmosphere is a composite
average of variables that characterize that flow, based on periods of time when the
MJO evolved through particular phases. The Wheeler–Hendon (2004) real time
multivariate MJO (RMM) indices offer a convenient basis for such composites,
especially since these indices have been applied widely in recent years (for an
overview, see Chapter 12).

Composites of the global flow associated with particular phases of the RMM
indices during a particular season are easily calculated by averaging fields of data
over the dates when the RMM indices suggest a given phase and when the MJO is
active as suggested by the square root of the sum of the squares of the two indices
exceeding 1 standard deviation (in practice, this occurs roughly 62% of the time in
the 1974–2009 data, as shown by direct analysis of the two indices). We include here,
for reference, such a composite for events during December through February.
Figure 14.1 shows composite 300 hPa geopotential height (contours) together with
OLR anomalies (shaded, with negative anomalies in blue, plotted only in the tropics,
for simplicity). Panels (a)–(h) give the results for RMM phases 1–8, respectively. The
pair of composites in each row represent nearly opposite phases of the oscillation.
The regions shaded blue (suggestive of enhanced convection) tend to progress
eastward with increasing phase number. The largest composite height anomalies
exceed 100m. Composite height anomaly fields do not always appear to evolve
continuously from one RMM phase to the next. However, most of the associated
patterns evolve continuously and smoothly between the phases when observed in
daily means (not shown). Height anomalies move generally eastward through the
tropics, with ridges amplifying over time poleward of the regions of enhanced con-
vection and troughs amplifying poleward of the regions of suppressed convection.
For example, during phases 1–5, convection begins and amplifies eastward across the
Indian Ocean basin and the maritime continent. As this convection amplifies, a
trough anomaly over southern Asia is gradually replaced by a ridge anomaly that
later extends eastward across the Pacific following the convection. Similarly, during
phases 5–8, a ridge that occurs north of a region of amplifying suppressed convection
over the Indian Ocean basin (phase 5) decays during phase 6 and then a trough
anomaly amplifies and extends eastward following the region of suppressed convec-
tion.

These ridge and trough anomalies across the subtropics associate with
wavetrains that frequently extend away from the tropics even to near the poles.
Many authors have thus demonstrated large signals associated with the MJO in
the Arctic and Antarctic oscillations (Carvalho et al., 2005; Zhou and Miller,
2005; L’Heureux and Higgins, 2008), the Pacific North America pattern (e.g.,
Mori and Watanabe, 2008), and the North Atlantic oscillation (e.g., Cassou, 2008;
Roundy et al., 2010). Figure 14.1 suggests that the highest amplitude anomalies of
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(a) RMM phase 1 (e) RMM phase 5

(b) RMM phase 2 (f) RMM phase 6

(c) RMM phase 3 (g) RMM phase 7

(d) RMM phase 4 (h) RMM phase 8

Figure 14.1. Composite OLR anomalies averaged over December through February (shaded,

with negative anomalies suggestive of active convection in blue), and 300 hPa geopotential

height anomalies (positive in red and negative in blue, with a contour interval of 15m, and the

zero anomaly is omitted). Panels (a)–(h) represent RMM phases 1–8, respectively.



300 hPa geopotential height associated with the MJO occur over the North Pacific
and North Atlantic Oceans. The extratropical patterns associated with the MJO vary
dramatically in both phase and amplitude with the status of ENSO and its temporal
trend, as illustrated by the finding that composite signals in extratropical circulation
associated with the MJO are substantially and significantly larger and found in
different geographical locations when MJO events included in the averages are
further sorted according to the ENSO phase in which they occur (Roundy et al.
2010).

Although the signals in OLR and geopotential height in Figure 14.1 are usually
roughly opposite for the opposite panels within each row, some exceptions occur.
These exceptions suggest asymmetries about the MJO cycle. However, some
such asymmetries also result from a slightly different set of events averaged
into the different phases. For example, some individual events might only attain
the 1 standard deviation threshold during one or two phases, so the global pattern
associated with those events would be included only in those phases. Such variation
in RMM amplitude across the different phases during the same MJO event can
sometimes be quasi-systematic. For example, the high-amplitude signals associated
with one RMM phase at a given geographical location might occur during one
ENSO state but not another. During development of La Niña conditions, high-
amplitude expressions of RMM 6 and 7 are relatively infrequent, whereas phases
2–5 occur more often. Since the structure of the MJO and its associated global
patterns change with ENSO (Roundy et al., 2010), these changes would be
expressed in Figure 14.1 as signals that are not opposite between opposite phases.

This composite analysis diagnoses the association between the MJO and
extratropical signals, but it does not explain how these signals became associated
with the MJO in the first place. Such associations could arise from a response of the
global flow to heating in convection and/or from a response of convection to varia-
tions in extratropical flow. Most authors who have analyzed associations between
flow in the extratropical atmosphere and the MJO have addressed this issue from one
of these perspectives or the other rather than considering both directions of action
simultaneously.

14.3 RESPONSE OF THE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERE TO HEATING IN

TROPICAL CONVECTION

The global atmospheric circulation responds to heating in organized convection
moving through the tropics (e.g., Bladé and Hartmann, 1995; Jin and Hoskins,
1995; Hendon and Salby, 1996; Matthews et al., 2004). This response pattern
includes overturning circulations through the tropics and Rossby wavetrains that
extend poleward and around the globe. Jin and Hoskins (1995) force a simple model
atmosphere in a DJF background state by a heat source fixed in space, with heating
distributed in the vertical with a maximum heating rate near the 0.4 sigma level
centered near the intersection of the equator and the dateline. Figure 14.2 shows
the resulting equatorial cross-section of perturbation zonal flow after the heating
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continued for 15 days. Figure 14.2 demonstrates that the primary result of such
heating in the equatorial plane is a vertical overturning circulation with an
ascending branch in the vicinity of the heat source. Figure 14.3 shows the corre-
sponding global pattern of streamfunction on the 0.24 sigma surface. This result
indicates that upper-tropospheric ridges develop on the poleward sides of the heat
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Figure 14.2. Vertical profile of a model response of zonal winds to heating on the equator

(from Jin and Hoskins, 1995). This pattern develops after 15 days of heating, with a heating

rate that increases with height from the surface of the earth to 0.4 sigma then decreases

in intensity to zero near the tropopause. Heating is centered on the equator at the dateline.

A background state equivalent to that of December through February is also assumed. Solid

lines indicate westerly anomalies and dashed lines easterly anomalies.

Figure 14.3. The horizontal pattern of streamfunction on the 0.24 sigma surface correspond-

ing to the vertical cross-section shown in Figure 14.2. A northern hemisphere anticyclone is

indicated by solid contours (from Jin and Hoskins, 1995).



source. These ridges are a consequence of mass redistributed as the atmosphere
expands in response to the heating. As the upper-level flow accelerates poleward
in response to associated pressure gradient forces, the Coriolis force and the beta
effect induce anticyclinic upper-level flow (the beta effect may be larger because of
the proximity to the equator). This geostrophic adjustment process also yields devel-
opment of a trough downstream from the ridge. This pattern of downstream devel-
opment is manifest as Rossby wave dispersion from the heat source toward the poles,
deflected eastward by the prevailing westerly flow. The amplitude of the Rossby
wave response is greatest across the winter hemisphere.

To diagnose the more specific response to patterns of convection more like those
of the observed MJO, Matthews et al. (2004) force a primitive equation spectral
transform model in a DJF background state with patterns of prescribed heating
characteristic of the observed MJO. The flow in the model tropics characteristic of
the MJO developed after a few days of initiating the prescribed heating and
anomalies developed across the extratropics after about 2 weeks. The resulting
global response to that heating is similar in many respects to the regression
models and composite averages of observed data that show the actual weather
patterns that associate with the MJO. However, the model result for the midlatitude
circulation is shifted roughly 20 degrees of longitude from the observed pattern.
Matthews et al. (2004) suggest that this phase shift might be associated with lack
of a damping process in the regions of convective heating in their model.

14.4 INFLUENCE OF EXTRATROPICAL WAVES ON

TROPICAL CONVECTION

Analysis of the influence of extratropical waves on tropical convection commenced
before Weickmann (1983) diagnosed associations between tropical intraseasonal
oscillations and the extratropical flow. Early works demonstrated that extratropical
waves propagate into the tropics through regions of westerly wind (Lim and Chang,
1981; Webster and Holton, 1982), where they modulate tropical convection over a
range of timescales that include those of the MJO (e.g., Matthews and Kiladis
1999a). Liebmann and Hartmann (1984) demonstrate large correlations between
tropical convection and extratropical wave patterns and argue that most of the
covariance in 5 and 10-day averaged data is associated with forcing of tropical
convection by the extratropical flow, rather than the other way around. Hoskins
and Yang (2000) further show that extratropical waves that merely propagate
parallel to the tropics can also disturb the equatorial waveguide and help organize
convection in the tropics, even if extatropical waves do not propagate directly into
the tropics through regions of westerly wind. In an intermediate complexity model,
Lin et al. (2000) show that extratropical wave activity could interact with wind–
evaporation feedback in the tropics to generate patterns in the tropics that evolve
like the MJO. More recently, Ray et al. (2009) and Ray and Zhang (2010) showed
that a dry-channel model of the tropical atmosphere developed MJO-like signals in
tropical wind fields when forced by reanalysis fields at poleward boundaries, but did
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not develop such signals internally when forced at the periphery by climatological
winds. These results suggested to Ray et al. that extratropical patterns might force
the organization of the MJO itself.

Extratropical waves also influence the organization of convection in the tropics
on timescales shorter than those of the MJO. Such waves might influence progres-
sion of the MJO through some rectification process. For example, Rossby waves in
the 6 to 30-day band propagate equatorward into the eastern equatorial Pacific
basin, where they trigger convection along the ITCZ (Kiladis and Weickmann,
1992). Matthews and Kiladis (1999a) demonstrate that the convection that
develops in the East Pacific ITCZ region in association with these extratropical
waves rectifies back onto MJO timescales. This rectified signal in active convection
moves eastward across the East Pacific to the east of the core of the MJO active
convection, which occurs simultaneously over the West Pacific. In addition to the
tropical convection organized by direct propagation of extratropical waves into the
tropics through regions of westerly wind, further observational analyses show that
convectively coupled Kelvin waves develop in association with extratropical waves,
even in regions of easterly background flow that would prevent direct propagation
into the tropics (Straub and Kiladis 2002), consistent with the model analysis of
Hoskins and Yang (2000).

14.5 TWO-WAY INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE TROPICS AND

EXTRATROPICS

Some early authors acknowledged the possibility of two-way interactions between
organized convection in the tropics and circulation in the extratropical atmosphere.
Such interactions might facilitate the development of coherent circulation anomalies
across the two regions (e.g., Lau and Phillips, 1986). The vast majority of more
recent works, however, have emphasized either forcing of the tropics by extratropical
waves or forcing of extratropical waves by tropical convection. Coherent circulation
anomalies that bridge the tropics and the extratropics might be possible in part
because the midlatitude response to tropical convection in one region can subse-
quently influence the evolution of convection elsewhere in the tropics. For example, a
Rossby wavetrain forced by convection over Indonesia during the local active con-
vective phase of the MJO acts to enhance convection farther east within the South
Pacific Convergence Zone (Matthews and Meredith, 2004). Extratropical waves
propagate into the tropics of the eastern equatorial Pacific as the MJO and ENSO
combine to induce westerly winds across the region (Matthews and Kiladis, 1999a).
Such extratropical wavetrains occasionally develop in association with the MJO and
convectively coupled Kelvin wave activity farther west. In summary, these results
suggest that:

(1) The MJO and other phenomena of organized tropical convection can induce
extratropical waves.
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(2) The circulation associated with the combination of the MJO and the background
state can later guide the extratropical waves in (1) back into or parallel to the
tropics in other geographical regions.

(3) These extratropical waves disturb the equatorial waveguide and further influence
the local development and organization of convection associated with the MJO.

(4) The tropical convection influenced by extratropical waves can then redistribute
mass, yielding Rossby wave dispersion to the extratropics, resulting in a
continuously interactive feedback loop.

Consistent with this view, Moore et al. (2010) demonstrate that Rossby waves
initially forced by convection within the MJO frequently break across the subtropics
and in turn modulate further development of tropical convection. Figure 14.4
illustrates how the active convective phase of the MJO approaching the maritime
continent region is associated with Rossby wave development near South East Asia
and extension of a subtropical jet stream eastward across the Central Pacific basin
(figure adapted from Moore et al., 2010). An anticyclonic wave-breaking event
frequently develops across the Central Pacific basin at this stage of the MJO,
which yields an upper-level trough in the deep tropics. Although this trough
enhances convection on its eastern side, it suppresses convection on its western
side, reinforcing the suppressed convective phase of the MJO over the west central
Pacific basin.

The above works taken together suggest that the MJO might influence
extratropical flow and then in turn be modulated thereby. Apparent dependence
of the MJO on baroclinic instability along the subtropical jet stream (e.g., Straus
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Figure 14.4. Schematic representation of the MJO and its associated patterns across higher

latitudes as its active convection approaches the maritime continent, highlighting its

association with breaking Rossby waves across the Central Pacific basin. LC1 refers to an

anticyclonic wave-breaking event (adapted from Moore et al., 2010).



and Lindzen, 2000) suggests that these types of interactions between the MJO and
the global flow might even be fundamental to the structure and evolution of the MJO
itself (consistent with the model results of Lin et al., 2000). In the context of the
above results in which planetary waves respond to heating in convection within the
MJO, the MJO-like wind signals in the tropical channel models of Ray et al. (2009)
and Ray and Zhang (2010) might have developed at least in part because of extra-
tropical signals in the reanalysis data that were forced by the MJO itself.

Accounting for such two-way interactions between the tropics and extratropics
might help explain some discrepancies between model experiments and observations
when authors assume that observed patterns might be forced exclusively by the
tropics or exclusively by the midlatitudes. For example, part of the phase shift
between the global response to MJO convection in the model of Matthews et al.
(2004) and observed extratropical patterns might be associated with a lack of
modulation of tropical convection by the extratropical flow in their model.

In spite of strong associations between tropical convection and higher latitude
flow, both convection in the tropics and flow in the extratropical atmosphere contain
substantial signals not explained by the other. Distinguishing the portion of the
global flow anomaly that is associated with the MJO from the portion that is
apparently not would benefit forecasters and other stakeholders. Some authors
have developed algorithms for tracking the evolution of the MJO and extratropical
patterns that frequently evolve with it. For example, Weickmann and Berry (2009)
demonstrate that convection in the MJO frequently evolves together with a portion
of the activity in a broader spectrum ‘‘global wind oscillation’’. They have developed
indices for tracking the progress of this wind oscillation in near real time. The
patterns commonly associated with the extratropical response to MJO convection
are among the broader set of structures of this global wind oscillation.

14.6 MJO INFLUENCE ON THE PREDICTABILITY OF

THE GLOBAL FLOW

The gradual evolution of tropical intraseasonal oscillations together with an
understanding of the global circulation patterns that tend to evolve with them
suggests that these oscillations might be applied to predict the evolution of a
portion of the flow throughout the global atmosphere (Ferranti et al., 1990).
Traditional weather forecasting in the midlatitudes has developed one focus based
largely on numerical weather prediction, which has generally been deemed most
effective for forecast lead times shorter than roughly 1 week, and a second focus
based on monthly (e.g., Vitart, 2004) or seasonal (e.g., Livezey and Timofeyeva,
2008; Preisendorfer and Mobley, 1984) prediction of the background climate state.
Some forecasters have begun to apply understanding of tropical intraseasonal oscil-
lations and their associations with midlatitude flows to help make predictions of
midlatitude weather at lead times between the weekly and monthly forecast regimes.

Increased understanding of the observed teleconnection patterns associated with
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organized intraseasonal convection in the tropics has led to extension of skillful
predictions of the evolving background state weather conditions around the globe
into week 2 and beyond (e.g., Jiang et al., 2008; Vitart et al., 2008). By predicting the
gradual evolution of the MJO (e.g., Waliser et al., 1999; Jiang et al., 2008;
Gottschalk et al., 2010), it might be possible to use empirical means to predict the
associated extratropical patterns. Such predictions straddle the weather–climate
interface and have thus become of great interest in both private and government
sectors.

Most empirical approaches to predict the extratropical patterns associated
with tropical intraseasonal oscillations require first some choice of indices of the
oscillations. Composite or linear regression analyses relate the selected indices to
the corresponding ‘‘expectation values’’ of global weather patterns. Forecasts
of future global patterns can be generated simply by introducing time lags into
the composite or regression analyses or by predicting the indices themselves and
referencing the corresponding favored global pattern for the target season (e.g.,
Jiang et al., 2008; Kang and Kim, 2010). Such predictions are more effective when
global patterns are estimated based on events from similar ENSO states (e.g.,
Roundy et al., 2010).

Many of the statistical models applied for such prediction simply capitalize
on observed patterns, regardless of the causes of those patterns. Such empirical
prediction schemes are necessary because a consensus does not exist on the
fundamental dynamics of the MJO itself and because most numerical models
poorly simulate the MJO. Our apparent lack of understanding of the physics of
the MJO thus does not prevent us from capitalizing on its signals to predict the
evolutions of associated global flows. On the other hand, our lack of understanding
of the dynamics of the MJO and our inability to simulate it properly is reflected in
our lack of ability to predict the MJO beyond 30 days, or only about one half of an
MJO cycle.

14.7 DISCUSSION

The MJO is associated with significant signals that extend around the globe and
throughout the seasonal cycle. Organized convection in its active convective phase
results in a planetary wave response that modulates teleconnection patterns around
the globe. Convection organized in the tropics associated with the MJO is also
strongly modulated by extratropical waves, including those that previously
originated within the MJO itself. Such associations suggest the possibility that
coupling between the tropics and the extratropics might be fundamental to the
evolution and structure of the MJO. The associated global signals modulate
extreme weather events. Since numerical weather prediction models tend to poorly
simulate the MJO, MJO modulation of extreme events would reduce our ability to
predict such events at long range by deterministic means until simulation of the MJO
improves.
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